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Foreign education efforts by institutions of developed nations often meet resistance abroad, when
the need for national sovereignty stands in opposition to collaborative opportunities with outside
states. Strict isolationist policies can not only impact diplomatic ties, but also prevent the transfer
of technologies, knowledge, and innovation that ultimately drive economic strength. Developing
nations are particularly vulnerable to stagnation—both economic and scientific—when divorced
from the march of global progress. We believe there is a balance to be struck whereby advances can
be shared to mutual benefit on all sides while respecting local contexts, and science education may
serve as an effective vehicle for such cross-border connection.
In September 2008, the Bolivian government expelled the U.S. Ambassador amid diplomatic
strains arising deep within the tropical province of Chapare, a major production zone of a long-held
facet of Bolivian tradition—the coca leaf. U.S. efforts in the region were aimed at halting the
diversion of coca for illicit uses, but in doing so ignited sharp sensitivities over a cultural staple used
for millennia by indigenous peoples in medicinal and religious contexts. Today, the two countries
still lack ambassadors, retaining only diplomatic missions under respective charges d’affaires (Birns
and Sanchez, 2011). The split is emblematic of a larger gap in cross-border understanding, in
a nation where a subset of vocal, nationalist attitudes has historically eschewed state-of-the-art
science as strictly an instrument of global elitism. By bringing education in cutting-edge science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) to Bolivian youth, we’ve already begun to see a
shift in public understandings that increasingly recognize the role of STEM as a driver of economic
progress (Ferreira et al., 2019).
Bolivia sees the highest rates of poverty and social inequality in Latin America and the Caribbean
(LAC), consistently ranking near last in a suite of economic indicators of innovation, technological
expertise, skilled labor, and education. The country has the lowest university completion rate of
all LAC nations, the largest disparity in educational attainment between rural and urban students,
the greatest decline in wage premiums for university graduates, and is unique in having a school
dropout rate higher than its completion rate. However, by 2030, economists project that Bolivia
will be home to the top three fastest-growing Latin American cities. It is therefore critical that
educational outcomes in Bolivia match the pace of economic expansion, if the country is to achieve
competitive status on the global stage.
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ulnar nerve in the forearm. From classroom, to lab, to science
fair, the student experience went full circle—from introduction
to neuroscience, to direct experimentation and presentation of
knowledge and skills to their peers. Though familiar to trainees
in developed nations, such methods are not typically offered in
Bolivia even at the university level. Indeed, we found that our
students obtained higher scores in biology tests after taking our
one week-long courses than students who took semester-long
college courses in Bolivian universities covering the same topics
(Ferreira et al., 2019). Moreover, we have already seen CdeCBo
alumni go on to pursue postgraduate programs and research
internships abroad in biomedical science and medicine.
In Bolivia, the CdeCBo effect reached far beyond the
classrooms. Following the program’s announcement, President
Evo Morales summoned a congress of over 50 Bolivian expatriate
scientists back to Tiquipaya to discuss the country’s scientific
future for the first time (Corz, 2016). A new scholarship program
launched by President Morales vowed to support 100 students of
exceptional promise to enter Masters and Doctoral studies, with
CdeCBo alumni counted among these distinguished awardees.
In late 2018, CdeCBo held satellite workshops at the Bolivian
Embassy in Washington, D.C. (Carosso et al., 2019), home of
the world’s largest Bolivian expatriate community. We met with
Bolivia’s Vice President in early 2019 to lay plans for establishing
the country’s first innovation district. Avenues proposed include
opening diplomatic science offices in U.S. cities, akin to those of
Mexico and Colombia, and establishing a ministry for science
and technology, a promising step seen recently in neighboring
LAC nations (Triunfol, 2007; Carosso et al., 2019). We believe
these are important steps toward a diplomatic understanding
between two countries with diminished formal relations.

The number of scientific articles and patents produced by
a country is a key indicator of scientific progress. Scientific
output from Bolivia accounts for only 0.22% of that from
all Latin America (Van Noorden, 2014), and the country’s
quality of life suffers from underdeveloped systems in public
health and education. Unmet educational needs are compounded
by resistance to modern teaching techniques (Punch, 2004),
historically using rote and textbook-oriented memorization
without the project-based and hands-on approaches familiar to
U.S. and European students. As a result, students quickly lose
interest in technical subjects (Punch, 2004). To counteract these
innovation roadblocks, novel collaborations in Bolivia expose
students to an engaging learning environment, via joint work by
foreign and domestic scientists, empowering the next generation
of technological innovators.

CLUBES DE CIENCIA BOLIVIA
With U.S. Department of State Public Diplomacy seed funding, in
2015 a small group of Harvard graduate students founded Clubes
de Ciencia Bolivia (CdeCBo). The non-profit endeavor recruits
U.S. and European scientists to design and execute project-based
workshops in a handful of STEM topics, offered cost-free to
competitively selected student applicants from across Bolivia.
The goal was simple: to bring the best of laboratory science
education from the world’s top research universities for the first
time directly to Bolivian students, and simultaneously empower
local teachers to pick up the mantle after CdeCBo instructors
return home. Fast forward to CdeCBo’s fourth iteration in 2019,
and our team of Spanish-speaking instructors from Harvard,
Johns Hopkins, MIT, UCSF, and others packed the classrooms
and laboratories of the Universidad Privada de Santa Cruz de la
Sierra (UPSA), with 450 high school and university students. By
exploiting national television and social media platforms, we had
reached over half of internet-enabled Bolivian youth aged 18–
24 to gauge their perceptions toward life sciences, and identified
educational gaps to address (Ferreira et al., 2019). The result was
a set of 17 parallel courses held during summer break in January,
each an intensive 5-day series of lecture-based and laboratory
workshops, culminating in a student-led science fair and a
publicly attended symposium. Participatory student engagement
and input from local co-instructors foster a collaborative spirit.
The most popular of all courses has been Regenerative
Neuroscience. In this course, students were exposed to
recent advances, namely CRISPR-Cas9, gene therapy, and
human-machine interfaces, as well as recent paradigmshifting discoveries such as transplantation medicine and
lifelong mammalian neurogenesis (Ferreira et al., 2019).
Guided literature reviews taught students to distill current
understandings of neurological disorders and explore diseasemodifying therapies, and laboratory experiments enabled
first-hand experience of neurophysiological principles.
After lectures on neurotransmission, students recorded and
manipulated neuromuscular impulses in cockroaches (Dagda
et al., 2013), then safely exerted neuromuscular control over
fellow students’ movements through electrodes placed on the
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GLOBAL EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
SCIENCE OUTREACH
In a highly interconnected world, how can scientists and science
agencies aid in uniting the global community? By listening to
students’ motivations and views toward life sciences, we stumbled
on a transformative idea: scientists as non-state actors of public
diplomacy (Ruffini, 2017). Our experience in CdeCBo quickly
taught us that even in a diplomatically distanced nation, we
ourselves could create measurable public impact and increase
excitement for science (Ferreira et al., 2019). We learned that
Bolivian students ask exactly the same questions we do, regarding
career aspirations and how to achieve them. Simply sharing
personal histories in a relaxed atmosphere often was enough to
encourage students to reach out and take their own initiative,
writing to faculty in the U.S. and beyond to gain research
experience. In Bolivia, as anywhere else, the joy of scientific
discovery was contagious.
Personal connection can shatter border walls (Rivas and
Mullet, 2016). For instance, shortly after the reinstatement of
diplomatic relations between the United States and Cuba in
2014, a delegation of American scientists visited their Cuban
counterparts in an event jointly organized by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the
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incentivize the best young neuroscientists trained abroad to
establish careers in their home country. Similarly, support from
the Society for Developmental Biology, American Society for
Cell Biology, University of Michigan, and others has enabled
analogous workshops to reach students in Puerto Rico as
well as domestically in the United States (Pinskey et al.,
2018). Such efforts serve to complete a circle of sustained
talent exchange, whereby developing nations can more quickly
reach the forefront of global STEM, simultaneously accelerating
domestic innovation and culturally enriching developed nations
with fresh perspectives (Figure 1).
University-backed efforts are critical to scientific talent
exchange. CdeCBo instructors stay in touch with students
as mentors, reference letter providers, or simply as career
counselors. Last year, a CdeCBo alumnus became the first Latin
American student to win a Harvard Stem Cell Institute research
fellowship. Support from Johns Hopkins University’s McKusickNathans Institute of Genetic Medicine made possible the 2018
neuroscience course, and in 2019 a new partnership with IBRO,
awarded through its Global Advocacy Seed Grant Initiative,
expanded the workshop with new laboratory equipment. Thus,
an increasing awareness of the mutually beneficial effects of
diversity among student populations can be harnessed not only
among populations within developed countries, but also overseas
toward the inclusion of distant nations.

Cuban Academy of Sciences (Fink et al., 2014). This meeting
led to cooperation agreements being signed in several areas,
including neuroscience research and student exchange (Cohen
et al., 2015). Similarly, the establishment of computer science and
3D printing clubs by Israeli and German scientists in Palestinian
refugee camps has led to empowerment and integration of
students with the wider population (Aal et al., 2014; Stickel
et al., 2015; Yerousis et al., 2015). In Bolivia, CdeCBo students
found that science is done by real people no different from
them, with notions of a technocratic, self-serving scientific elite
giving way to innate curiosity (Pinskey et al., 2018; Ferreira
et al., 2019). It is one thing to memorize a chapter’s worth of
neuromuscular physiology, but catch a Bolivian cockroach and
learn to control its movements through an iPhone, by surgical
placement of miniaturized electrodes, and it’s clear to us that the
impact of learning will last. We all have teachers who rise above
the rest in nourishing scientific growth, and more often than not
simple factors of personal accessibility and investment are the
most meaningful.
Beyond the classroom, public outreach techniques gave
CdeCBo a louder voice. Targeted social media outreach and
sponsored hackathons, coupled with partnerships at television
networks, newspapers, and business incubators, promoted the
idea of scientific research as an attainable career. Web-based
platforms, such as the STEM Advocacy Initiative’s Stories in
Science, allowed digital scientific communities to emerge so that
students from Bolivia to Bangalore to Boston can learn and work
together. Effective content includes showcases of CdeCBo alumni
success, whether landing awards, scholarships, or internships,
giving past and prospective students a socially-supported
motivation to excel academically. Profiling the work of CdeCBo
instructors themselves also drove significant engagement. In
short, we sought to equate the enjoyment of learning with the
attention-grabbing draw of social networks and popular culture
(McClain and Neeley, 2014). The powerful community-building
qualities of digital media can thus be used in a meaningful way to
intrinsically motivate entry into science.

ALIGNED INCENTIVES: DOING WELL BY
DOING GOOD
Scientific self-empowerment in developing nations produces
reciprocal and exponential benefits to the global community.
Domestically, increased public recognition of innovation-based
improvements in public health and technology sectors will
make investment in technology-driving education a sustainable
business model for a wider range of public and private
institutions, rather than just the wealthiest ones. As a
hypothetical example, South America’s rainforests house a wealth
of current and future medicinal resources. The ability to identify,
sustainably extract, and profit from these materials would
be game-changing for a historically impoverished nation. Its
government may then become less vulnerable to short-term,
destructive stopgaps like deforestation. In Bolivia, engineering
expertise could open access to untapped natural gas and
mineral reserves. In the Atacama Desert of Northern Chile,
domestic initiatives could build deep-space observatories and
give Chileans academic ownership over discoveries made in their
own backyard. Whether competing or collaborating with extant
projects, the result will be more rapid evolution of technologies
and their associated rewards. Reciprocally, developed nations
greatly benefit from recruitment of foreign students. In fact,
many U.S. STEM graduate programs largely depend on foreign
students, some having 35–90% international students. Moreover,
scientific publications by authors of differing ethnicities receive
up to 10% more citations (Freeman and Huang, 2014), and
inclusion of at least one international author consistently boosts
citations (Adams, 2013).

BRIDGING BORDERS NEAR AND FAR
Effective STEM education strategies need not always traverse
hemispheres, as successful models already exist among LAC
countries. Both private and government-supported programs
have been launched to retool public thinking in science. The
Chilean Economic Development Agency, for instance, launched
Start-Up Chile to bootstrap high-potential entrepreneurs, with
$400 M in funds to date and today ranking among the top
10 such accelerators globally and inspiring the adoption of
similar structures in 50 other countries. Indeed, Start-Up
Chile now supports its first Bolivian startup comprised of
CdeCBo members. In Brazil, the Federal Agency for Support
and Evaluation of Graduate Education (CAPES) funds 93,000
fellowships supporting STEM graduate students abroad (Rivas
and Mullet, 2016). Recognizing the importance of domestically
based talent, the prestigious International Brain Research
Organization (IBRO) awards “Return Home” fellowships that
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FIGURE 1 | The circle of scientific talent exchange. 1. Scientists from developed nations share scientific methods to drive engagement and aspiration among local
students in developing nations. 2. “On the ground” instruction in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) by visiting scientists from developed
nations, via initiatives like Clubes de Ciencia Bolivia, galvanizes student confidence through first-hand experience and training. Co-instruction with local scientists
cultivates a pool of local talent. 3. Experience of local students and alumni increases competitiveness in attaining internships and fellowships at research universities of
developed nations, resulting in bilateral transfer of advanced skills and cultural perspectives. Newly trained scientists are incentivized to return home, establishing
robust research infrastructure. Growth of a specialized workforce, in concert with domestic policies supporting research institutes in a developing nation, heightens
national ranking in STEM. Enhanced science communication skills and social media participation further encourage local students toward STEM, inspiring a new
generation of youth in developing countries to start their scientific journey. Importantly, developed nations reciprocally benefit from student exchange initiatives, as
international diversity in perspectives and approaches correlates with academic productivity and success in science.

A CAVEAT

with real-world applications that would translate intellectual
findings into local community aid (Nordling, 2018). We
therefore call on developed nations, and funding agencies, to
foster a healthy, reasonable degree of accountability and longterm engagement between foreign labs and local communities
they work in. Such measures will ultimately strengthen trust
between developed and developing nations.

International research collaborations, particularly those by
investigators from developed nations engaging in much
less developed countries, present a higher degree of social
responsibility. The urgency surrounding efforts to combat the
2015 Zika virus outbreak in South America exposed a number
of uncomfortable realities in the scientific community. Lacking
adequate resources to compete with foreign investigators,
local scientists were largely forced to concede attribution over
authorships, not receiving commensurate credit for publications
stemming often from their own previous work (ChinchillaRodríguez et al., 2018; Machado-Silva et al., 2019). For instance,
while several South American institutions collaborated in Zika
virus research, all the leading institutions for Zika-related patents
are based in the United States, China, and France (MachadoSilva et al., 2019), Thus, this situation resulted in so-called
“helicopter” practices—foreign-backed groups conducting
massive, accelerated studies culminating in high-profile
publications, then returning home without following through
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KALEIDOSCOPIC MOSAICISM IN SCIENCE
In the developed world, we owe much of our scientific prowess,
and its innumerable ancillary benefits, to basic and applied
science efforts emanating from an economically vibrant, postWorld War II technological boom. The iconic Bell Labs gave us
radio astronomy, transistors, the laser, C++, and the list goes
on, in the process garnering no <9 Nobel prizes. Then, as today,
labs like Bell’s were staffed and led by a diverse group of ethnic
backgrounds united in their passion for discovery. The time has
come for the developed world to invest in sustainable scientific
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